**Tennis Ball Tracking: 3D Position Inference from Recorded Video (non-Android)**
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**Project Overview:**
This project intends to analyze high-definition video frames of a tennis ball moving in a tennis court to determine ball speed, based on an estimation of its three-dimensional location relative to the court. Given a recorded video taken from the side of a tennis court using a camera on tripod (Fig. 1), we intend to implement and apply the following pipeline components, as inspired by our references:

- **Image segmentation and identification of court lines and the ball**
  - Frame differences
  - Template matching
  - Edge detection (finding court lines)
  - Adaptive thresholding (shadow removal, etc)
  - Deblurring of ball in motion (used for size/depth calculation)

- **Geometric processing of the court features and ball**
  - Estimation of the position and orientation of the camera, given the pixel coordinates of court features/lines
  - Model the position of the ball given its pixel coordinates, assuming a fixed lens is used during calibration
  - Estimation of ball distance-to-camera based on its apparent size

- **Statistical post-processing**
  - Filtering of inferred ball location under uncertainty

- **Further (if we have time):**
  - Estimation of spin speed using a marked ball

![Fig. 1: a possible input frame for our algorithm](image)

**Proposed Work Breakdown:**
All team members will be involved in all stages of the project, but each team member will take the lead on the following tasks:

- Megan: camera setup/calibration, video capture, camera location inference
- Tori: Ball detection (video -> ball coordinates)
- Kyle: Court detection (video -> court edges coordinates)
- All: tennis players for data collection
- Megan is also enrolled in EE 367 and will be combining the two projects
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